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Target Audience
Hams who are interested in portable HF QRP (low 
power) operating in the great outdoors of Arizona.
Hams who have modest HF stations at home who 
would like to make greater use of their stations by 
working lots of stations that are participating in 
various operating activities.



HF Portable Operations – for our discussion

Our primary focus here is on low power portable 
operations.
Portable Operations – Operating a low power transceiver 
outside of a building or automobile using an independent 
power source (usually a lightweight lithium-ion battery) and 
a portable antenna.
Almost all of the activities outlined in this presentation 
have little or no restrictions on power or where the radios 
and antennas are mounted, such as in automobiles or RVs.  



More on HF Portable Operations 
Transmit Output Power – normally reduced – usually in the 5 

to 20 watt output range.  QRP is generally recognized as 
operating with 5 watts or less of output power.
Weight and Size – The transceiver, battery, antenna, and 

accessories should generally be able to fit in a backpack to be 
carried to the operating location.
Height Above Ground – Increased antenna height above 

ground and especially overall elevation make for stronger 
transmitted and received signals to compensate for reduced 
power and less effective antennas.



Arizona Blessed With Many Mountains
Arizona has many mountains and hills that provide 
great elevation without obstruction.
You don’t need to go far to find a good operating 
location that will enhance your operating because of 
increased elevation.
Mingus Mountain, for example, is nearby, easy to 
get to, and is around 7,818 feet in elevation.



Difficulty Making QRP QSOs
Just calling CQ using a portable QRP HF rig often results in few QSOs.
There are recommended QRP frequencies that might increase your 
chances of making a contact.
Being spotted on an internet site is a key factor in increasing your 
chances for success when calling CQ.
When spotted on one of the activity web sites, you can be bombarded 
for a short period of time by stations calling you.
Calling other stations with your QRP rig may result in some success.
The easy part:  The QSO usually consists of a quick exchange – such as a 
signal report and some other brief info, depending on the activity.



POTA, SOTA, WWFF Activations
– A Boon to HF Portable Operations
POTA (Parks On The Air) – Activate from designated state or federal 
parks (https://parksontheair.com/).  For example, the designation for the 
Grand Canyon is K-0030. Prescott National Forest is K-4431.
SOTA (Summits on the Air) – Activate from designated summits 
(https://www.sota.org.uk/).  An example of a summit designation is 
W7A/AW-010 – for Mingus Mountain.
WWFF (World Wide Flora/Fauna) in Amateur Radio - Activate from 
protected habitats (https://wwff.co).  A WWFF designation example is FFF-
0091.  The first “F” is the call sign designation for France.  FFF-0091 is a 
regional French Park.
These three OTAs, plus Volcanoes on the Air (VOTA) and Light Houses on 
the Air (LOTA), are the primary portable activation activities.



Nearby State/Federal Parks and Summits
There are lots of state and federal parks, national 
forests, and even SOTA summits in Arizona that are 
easily accessible.
SOTA operations largely use the CW mode.
POTA and other OTAs largely use the SSB mode.
Some hams even operate digital modes in 
portable operations.



Other OTA Operating Activities
Islands on the Air (IOTA)
Volcanoes on the Air (VOTA)
Lighthouses on the Air (LOTA)
Mills on the Air (MOTA)
Castles on the Air (COTA)
Beaches on the Air (BOTA)
Scout Camps on the Air (SCOTA)
Youth on the Air (YOTA)



Beaches on the Air (BOTA)
Here is an advertisement for a BOTA activation on QRZ.com done in December 2023 by a 
couple of hams from India.  The BOTA URL is beachesontheair.com.



Operating Opportunities
Many OTA activations are not required to be 
portable operations.
OTAs offer opportunities for both activator 
and chaser operators. 
For those with modest HF stations, these 
activities open up opportunities for home 
stations or chasers to work lots of stations.



OTA Activations and Chasing or Hunting
These are global activities where you can potentially communicate 
with hams anywhere on the globe.
For some activities, such as SOTA, POTA, and WWFF, activation QSOs and 
sometimes chaser QSOs, are posted on the organization’s website.  
Activating a designated location results in being awarded points. Chasing 
(working) an activator results in chaser or hunter points.
Awards are given to activators and chasers based on their operating 
achievements. 
The rules for activating and chasing are posted on the activity’s web site.



Portable Operating Equipment
A portable rig consists of a transceiver, a power source, and an 
antenna which sometimes includes a mast or pole for supporting at 
least one end of the antenna.  Sometimes a portable antenna tuner 
might be necessary.
Particularly with SOTA activations and good elevation, a VHF/UHF 
handheld offers opportunities to work chaser stations using a whip 
antenna or a portable 2 Meter Yagi antenna, such as a tape measure 
or portable satellite antenna.
Arizona SOTA 2 Meter activations are normally done on 146.520 
MHz simplex or 144.410 MHz simplex (only in Arizona).



Portable QRP Transceivers
QRP Transceivers vary by capabilities and cost:
Most inexpensive QRP transceivers are limited to the CW mode only, as well 

as being limited to a few HF bands.
 Radios that contain more features, such as higher output power, better 

receiver, the SSB mode, more bands, and an internal antenna tuner are more 
expensive.
 High-end QRP transceiver examples are the Elecraft KX3, KX2, and the ICOM 

IC-705.  The costs of these transceivers run over $1,000.
Most inexpensive transceivers are in the $150 to $400+ range.  You can find 

others by doing an internet search of “HF QRP Transceivers”.
Some transceivers also come in kit form, while other hams build homebrew 

radios, if so inclined.



Inexpensive HF QRP Transceiver
An inexpensive multi-mode HF QRP Transceiver:
 Tr(uSDX) Transceiver – SDR transceiver with periodic firmware 

updates available.
Designed by Europeans, built in China.
Five band (80 through 20 Meters) CW, LSB, USB, FM, and AM QRP 

(5 watts output) transceiver.
Has many features including a panadaptor, built-in speaker and 

microphone, SWR bridge, and voltage and current measurement.
Price: On eBay - $140 to $144 plus tax, shipping included, for an 

assembled and tested version.
Comes in kit form for around $93.



(Tr)uSDX QRP Transceiver
See demos on YouTube: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vh5RRClQTqQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EoNdmcCGxBo
(QSO between Spain and Australia)



Other SSB/CW QRP Transceivers
Xiegu, a Chinese company, sells a number of QRP HF SSB/CW Transceivers.

Xiegu transceivers are moderately priced, from about $265 to $640.

Some of their transceivers run as much as 20 watts ouput and have built-in antenna tuners.

A brand new 5 Watt Xiegu G106C can be found on eBay for around $265. 
Operates on all amateur bands between 3.5 and 29.7 MHz.
There is no built-in antenna tuner, so you must use a resonant antenna or use a portable antenna tuner.
Transceiver size is 5.3 x 4.7 x 1.6 inches and it weighs 1.59 pounds.



Powering Your Portable Radio
Powering your QRP radio can be as simple as using a 9 volt alkaline battery.

However, your transmit output power may be reduced because of the lower 
voltage.



A Better Alternative
 Use of a lightweight, Lithium-Ion, rechargeable battery might be a better 
solution.

Bioenno Batteries has a good selection of 12 V LiFePO4 batteries and chargers.
For QRP, a 12 V, 3 Amp Hour battery is a good starting point.
Go to: BioennoPower.com for details.



Portable Antennas
A popular portable HF antenna is the End Fed Half Wave (EFHW) antenna.  
This antenna usually is a half wave wire (approximately 66+ feet) on 40 Meters and is 

fairly resonant on 40, 20, 15 and 10 Meters (no tuner required) – and other bands 
with an antenna tuner.
The antenna generally uses a 49:1 UnUn (Unbalanced to Unbalanced) Transformer to 

match the high impedance of the antenna close to 50 Ohms, with an ideal SWR of 1:1.
A low SWR antenna is required for most QRP rigs, as many do not have a built-in 

antenna tuner.
If the SWR is too high (exceeding 2:1): best case you won’t get much power to your 

antenna - worst case you could burn out the transmitter final transistor.

There are other portable antenna configurations, such as portable verticals, 
dipoles, and loops.
Use of an antenna analyzer is helpful in knowing what frequencies are resonant 
on your antenna. If you don’t have one, you might be able to borrow one from 
one of your friends.



EFHW Antenna
EFHW antenna components:
20 to 28 gauge stranded and insulated half wavelength antenna wire.
49:1 UnUn transformer and coaxial cable.
Support ropes and end insulator.
Some UnUn transformers are rated at 100 watts, but most are in the 10 to 20 

watt range.



More About EFHW Antennas
49:1 UnUn transformers can be purchased already assembled or in kits.

A single antenna wire, UnUn transformer, plus coax (15 to 25 feet) is required.

A counterpoise wire is also required. 

The counterpoise does not greatly affect the performance of the antenna and can be 
any reasonable length, 20 feet for example.

The EFHW can be mounted in a horizontal, vertical, inverted L, or sloping 
configuration.

Radiation pattern is off the sides of the antenna for a horizontal configuration.

A sloping configuration provides some directivity of power in the direction of the 
downward slope.



EFHW Antenna SWR
Here is a chart of SWR measurements of a 49:1 UnUn transformer with a half wave antenna 
wire for 40 Meters at the CW end of the bands.  Measurements were made using an antenna 
analyzer.  The antenna wire is about 66 feet 6 inches.  An SWR greater than 2:1 requires an 
antenna tuner.  One end of the antenna was about 25 feet off the ground when measured.



An Inexpensive UnUn Transformer
 You can find a number of inexpensive 49:1 UnUn transformers with a BNC 
connector on eBay for around $20.



Getting the Antenna Up In the Air
If there are trees nearby, you can easily get one end of the antenna up in a tree.
Use a weight, such as an arborist throwing weight (12 – 14 oz.).

Some hams use a sling shot and fishing reel to get a line up into a tree.

If no trees are available, use of a 15 to 20 foot fishing pole can elevate one end of the antenna.

Taller is always better.  

If you’re on a mountain top …



Antenna Tuners
An antenna tuner can help get the SWR at your transmitter to an acceptable level.  

An antenna tuner can prevent your transistor final from becoming fried because of high SWR 
on your antenna. 

There are a number of portable antenna tuners that are inexpensive and easy to use.

The EMTECH ZM-2 Manual Tuner, shown below, is a good, inexpensive tuner for HF QRP 
operation (80 through 10 Meters) for around $105 – the basic kit is $72.

You can find reviews for this and other portable tuners on QRPer.com or eHam.net



Antenna Tuner Kits
QRPGuys.com makes inexpensive antenna tuner kits for between $40 and $50.



Automatic QRP Antenna Tuner
Elecraft makes a QRP automatic wide-range antenna tuner, the T1.
The tuner is powered by a 9V alkaline battery
The maximum power rating is 20 watts to the tuner.
It will tune most antennas for frequencies from 160 M through 6 M.
This tuner is priced around $290.



Getting Spotted
It is very helpful to get spotted on an activity’s website, so that stations know where 
they can find you when you are calling CQ.

At minimum, spotting consists of indicating call sign, frequency, and mode.  Other info 
such as SOTA summit designation or Park reference may be required depending on the 
particular activity.  Time of the spot is normally auto-generated in UTC.

To self-spot requires having internet service or possibly the ability to text.

If self spotting, repeat the spot every 15 minutes or so or when changing frequency.

If you don’t have internet service, you might need to rely upon working someone by 
calling CQ or calling them and then asking them to spot you on the activity website.

Once you are spotted on an activity’s website, many stations will look for you and 
attempt to work you.



Parks on the Air (POTA) Spots 
(Home Page: parksontheair.com)



Summits on the Air (SOTA) Spots
From October 30 on sotawatch.sota.org.uk/en:



A Notable SOTA Activation of Mine
In July on Mingus Mountain – K8FB SOTA activation on summit W7A/AW-010, on CW 
with 10 watts output, using an EFHW antenna with one end up in a tree about 35 feet.
Worked a total of 56 stations in about an hour and a half.
Furthest DX (Slovenia) was around 6,000 miles away.
Worked 8 Summit to Summit (S2S) stations – these stations were also activating on a SOTA 

summit.
Worked 13 stations in other countries:
Canada – 1 station, who happened to also be on a summit
Northern Ireland – 1 station
Italy – 2 stations
Slovenia – 1 station
Germany – 1 station
France – 1 Station
Brazil – 6 stations



Mapping of SOTA Activation
Here is a mapping of the K8FB 07/23/2023 CW SOTA Activation QSOs.  Different colors indicate 
different bands.  Solar Flux Index (SFI) was 174.



Mapping of Another SOTA Activation
Here is a mapping of the K8FB 12/19/2023 CW SOTA Activation QSOs, running about 5 watts.  
Solar Flux Index (SFI) was 176. 



Jim N6KZ – Glassford Hill SOTA Activation
Jim with his KX3 and vertical antenna working CW – elevation 6,718 feet.

Glassford Hill is about an hour and 15 minute hike from the trailhead parking lot in PV.



Jim N6KZ – Putting Up His Vertical
On Glassford Hill.



Jack Garner KB7HH on Spruce Mountain
Spruce Mountain is at 7,700 feet elevation and overlooks downtown Prescott and has stunning 
views all the way to the Mogollon Rim.

Spruce Mountain is easily accessible off Senator Highway via a dirt road (Spruce Mountain Rd).



Spruce Mountain SOTA
Frank K8FB operating on Spruce Mountain – photo by Art Protas KG6AY.



Bud Semon N7CW – Two Rock Mountain
Two Rock Mountain is 6,900 in elevation.  It is just west of Prescott off Iron Springs Road.

It is a bit of a hike up to the summit.



Apache Maid Mountain
Apache Maid Mountain is in Coconino County and is at 7,300 feet elevation.

Frank Bender K8FB and Jack Garner KB7HH hiking to the summit – photo by Bud Semon N7CW.



Portable Log Sheets



Safety and Other Considerations
Let someone know where you are going and when you plan on returning.

Make sure that your cell phone is fully charged before departing home.

Cell service may not be available at your remote destination.  

Are your radio batteries charged?

Check weather forecasts and be aware of upcoming lightning storms.

Bring plenty of water, snacks, and sun protection.

Dress appropriately and for the unpredictable - it is colder at higher elevations.

Consider bringing an emergency kit with flashlight, extra clothing, and a space blanket.

Do no access private, tribal, or restricted public lands without permission.

Be sure that you are driving the right type of vehicle, such as high clearance and 4x4.

Be aware that you might encounter potentially dangerous wildlife.



Some QRP Online References
YouTube.com is a great reference for just about anything related to what we have discussed here.

QRPer.com is a great reference for all facets of low power/ portable radio operating and equipment.

QRPGuys.com sells a lot of good and inexpensive QRP kits.

Emtech-qrp.com sells inexpensive QRP kits, as well as assembled versions.

QRP-Labs.com sells CW transceiver kits, some test equipment, and APRS tracking kits.

MFJEnterprises.com sells a variety of QRP products.

eHam.net is a good site for product reviews by equipment owners.  These reviews are good sources of 
pros and cons of particular equipment and antennas.

TennTennas makes 49:1 UnUn transformers for around $40.  Search for them on eBay.com.

K8MSH sells 40 to 10 Meter EFHW antennas with a 49:1 UnUn transformer.  Search on eBay.com.

Balun Designs makes Baluns and UnUn Transformers (balundesigns.com).



Other Related Products
The Parks On The Air Book – from ARRL - https://home.arrl.org/action/Store/Product-
Details/productId/2013464221

ARRL End Fed Half Wave Kit - https://home.arrl.org/action/Store/Product-
Details/productId/133267



Another Related Product
QRP Scrapbook – from DX Engineering.  A collection of QRP articles. 
https://www.dxengineering.com/parts/rsg-qrps#overview



In Conclusion
Questions/ Comments?
Hopefully this presentation encouraged you to become 
involved in HF portable operating or to become more active 
from your home station.
Before buying any portable equipment, first check user reviews 
at eHam.net or look at YouTube.com demos.  You might also 
seek the advice of someone experienced in your area of 
interest.    
If you would like to receive a PDF copy of this presentation, 
please see me to get on the email list.


